In this study we use Genetic Programming (GP) as an offline hyper-heuristic to evolve a mutation operator for Evolutionary Programming (EP). This is done using the Gaussian and uniform distributions as the terminal set, and arithmetic operators as the function set. The mutation operators are automatically designed for a specific function class. The contribution of this paper is to show that a GP can not only automatically design a mutation operator for Evolutionary Programming on functions generated from a specific function class, but also can design more general mutation operators on functions generated from groups of function classes. In addition, the automatically designed mutation operators also show good performance on new functions generated from a specific function class or a group of function classes.
INTRODUCTION
A hyper-heuristic searches for heuristics for computational search problems. During the searching process it can generate or select heuristics according to its learning mechanism [2] . Burke et al. [3] proposed a distinction between online and offline learning, according to the source of the feedback during learning. For an online hyper-heuristic, the learning occurs when the heuristic is solving an instance of a problem. For an offline hyper-heuristic collects knowledge, from a training a set of instances to solve unknown instances of the same problem. Recently GP has been used with hyper-heuristics for the bin packing problem [4] , the multidimensional knapsack problem [5] , to automatically design a mutation operator for Evolutionary Programming [6] , Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. to compare rule representations [7] , to evolve due-date assignment models in job shop environments [11] , to automatic design schedule policies for dynamic multi-objective job shop scheduling [10] , to evolve ensembles of dispatching rules for the job shop scheduling problem [13] , to automated design production scheduling heuristics [1] .
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Burke et al. [4] point out that heuristics can be evolved to be specialists on a particular sub-problem, or general enough to work on all sub-problems. However there is a trade-off between performance and generalisation. The hypothesis of this paper, inspired by [4] : if the probability distribution over function instances is specific, we can design a specific EP mutation operator for a specific function class. We can also design a mutation operator of EP that performs well on a group of function classes. To verify this hypothesis we designed two types of experiment. In the first experiment, we tailor mutation operators for EP to a specific function class, and the best results are used as the fitness values for GP. This kind of experiment was proposed in [6] . In the second experiment, we tailor more general mutation operators for a group of function classes (each group contains three function classes) and use the number of outright wins as the fitness values for the GP. After completing the experiment, we test the Automatically Designed Mutation Operators (ADM ) from both experiments and human designed mutation operators on a separate independent test set of functions. To make a fair comparison, we use Borda count to evaluate the performance. The comparison shows that the more general automatically designed mutation operators from the second experiment has the better performance on average on groups of function classes.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the training types and the parameter settings for GP and EP. In Section 3, we describe all the testing of ADM s on function classes to identify the performance of the result. In Section 4, we analyse and compare the testing results. In Section 5, we summarize and conclude the paper.
USING GP TO AUTOMATICALLY DE-SIGN A MUTATION OPERATOR FOR EP
In this section we describe the methods that set up connections between GP and EP. The EP parameters we use for this paper are in Table 2 . In order to reduce the time cost of the training phase, we set the number of generations for each function class, please refer to Section 2.3. The codes we list in Table 3 are implemented according to Mantegna's description [9] . Equation 1 and 2 show how to generate a random variable from a Lévy distribution with the corresponding α (0.75 ≤ α ≤ 1.95). In equation 1, V is calculated from X and Y , where X is a random variant from a N (0, σ 2 ) distribution and Y is a random variate from a N (0, 1) distribution. K(α) and C(α) are two parameters with real values, which can be looked up in [9] , and must be determined properly. The values of σx, K(α) and C(α) used in this paper are listed in Table 4 . For a more detailed derivation of the equations, please refer to [9] .
Functions and Function Classes
In a suite of 23 functions often used in EP research [14, 15] , the functions can be classified as: f1-f7 are unimodal functions, f8-f13 are multimodal functions with many local optima, f14-f23 are multimodal functions with a few local optima [15] .
In this study, we do not use single functions for benchmark function optimisation. Instead, we use function classes, where each class is a single parameterised function which embodies a set of unique functions each having fixed parameter values. Based on these 23 functions, we have constructed corresponding function classes. To distinguish between functions and function classes, we use the notation fg to represent function and Fg to represent function class.
In this paper, we select 3 function classes from each of the unimodal, and multimodal with many and few local optima (F1, F2, F6, F10, F12, F13, F16, F19 and F23) . The training and test function classes used in this study are given in Table 1, with the index of each function class corresponding to the original functions of [14] . In Table 1 , ai, bi and ci are uniformly distributed in range [1, 2] , [−1, 1] and [−1, 1], respectively. An example of a function class is:
is not from this function class.
Experimental Design and Fitness Functions for GP
The experiments can be divided into two different training types: one type of training is for a specific function class, e.g., F1, another type of training is for a group of function classes, e.g., the unimodal F1, F2 and F6. We designed two different fitness functions for each training. In both training types the GP settings are the same, only the functions vary. For the parameter settings of GP, please refer to Training Type 1: Each ADMg is used as an EP mutation operator on 9 functions drawn from a given function class. The fitness of an ADMg is the average of the best values obtained in each of the individual 9 EP runs on a given function class. We use the same 9 functions from each function class for the entire run of the GP on a given function class. For one function class, 18 functions are taken for training, 9 of which are used to calculate the fitness value and 9 of which are used to the monitor overfitting. This type of training was used in [6] . In this training, the fitness value of the GP is from the averaged fitness values of 9 EP runs.
Training Type 2: We train ADM g,j,k on 9 functions (three from each of Fg, Fj and F k ) by GP. Then we validate ADM g,j,k on 9 separate functions (three from each of Fg, Fj and F k ). If the fitness value of the EP that uses ADM g,j,k beats all of the human designed mutation operators (Lévy distribution (with α=1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0)), Lévy with α = 1.0 is Cauchy, Lévy with α = 2.0 is Gaussian), on the given function, it scores 1 point, thus it can score between 0 and a maximum of 9 (we call this the number of outright wins). Here we use the number of outright wins because averaging fitness values can be skewed by a single large value, and using a rank-based method is more robust to outliers. In this training, the fitness value of the GP is the number of outright wins.
For both training types, the framework can not only express a number of currently existing human designed EP mutation operators (Cauchy, Gaussian and Lévy distributions), but also can generate new kinds of mutation operators for EP. The main aim of this paper is to set up an algorithmic framework which can automatically design a more general mutation operator for EP on groups of function classes. We use GP as an offline hyper-heuristic to evolve a mutation operator for EP. But in contrast to what we have done in [6] , in this paper the hyper-heuristic uses three groups of function classes, each group containing three function classes Fg, Fj and F k , where g, j, k are different indexes of function classes.
Parameter Settings for EP
The settings for EP are presented in Table 2 : the population size is set to 100, the tournament size is set to 10, the initial standard deviations is set to 3.0. The settings for dimensions n and domains S are listed in Table 1 . We have to point out that in our experiment the maximum number of generations of EP is set to 1000 for F1, F2, F6, F10, F12 and F13. The maximum number of generations of EP is set to 100 for F16, F19 and F23.
Parameter Settings for GP
The parameter settings for GP are listed in Table 5 . The function set and terminal set of GP are listed in Table 6 and 7. µ is a random number in [−2, 2], as we wish the designed mutation operator is not Y-axis symmetric. σ 2 is a random number in [0, 5] . depthnodes is set as 2 indicates restrictions are to be applied in tree size (number of nodes) [8] . U is the uniform distribution with range [0, 3] . The other settings of GP are: population size 20, the maximum number of generations 25. The settings of GP in Table 5 are  able to generate the values in Table 4 , and the (human Table 1 Function Classes with n dimensions and domain S, ai Table 3 How the Lévy distribution is constructed from the normal distribution. Table 7 Terminal set for GP.
Algorithm for Lévy distribution
α1 = 1.0/α X = N (0, σ 2 ) Y = N (0, 1) V = X/(abs(Y ) α1 ) W = ((K(α) − 1) * exp(−abs(V )/C(α)) + 1.0) * V
Symbol Terminal
designed) piece of programs in Table 3 and other programs.
TESTING AUTOMATICALLY DESIGNED MUTATION OPERATORS
We employ ADM s (in Table 14 ) and human designed mutation operators on EP and test them on each function class Fg. For each ADM we record 50 values from 50 independent EP runs, each being the lowest value through all generations of EP, we then average them, this is called the mean best values. In all testing the generated functions from each function class are the same. This means the results in Tables 8,  9 , 10, 11, 12 and 13 are based on the same 50 functions generated from each function class Fg.
Testing the More General ADMs and Human Designed Mutation Operators
We did the testing for ADM g,j,k and human designed mutation operators on Fg. The mean best values and standard deviations are listed in Table 8 . Based on the original data for Table 8 , we also calculate the Borda counts Bg for all test mutation operators to compare the performance of ADM1, 2, 6, ADM10, 12, 13, ADM16, 19, 23 and human designed mutation operators (in all, 9 mutation operators) in Table 10 . We follow the method to calculate Borda counts in [12] : Test each mutation operator for each function and it has a rank Rmn, where m is the function index (1 ≤ m ≤ 50) and n is the mutation operator index (1 ≤ n ≤ 9). The value of Rmn is in range [1, 9] . The Borda counts
, is the sum of Rmn on 50 functions generated from the function class Fg; it has its best possible value 50 and the worst possible value 450 (g is the index of the function class). Each mutation operator has Borda counts Bg on Fg and the sum of the Borda counts B g,j,k = Bg + Bj + B k .
Testing More General ADMs and Dedicated ADMs
To observe the performance of dedicated ADMg and ADM g,j,k on Fg, we tested ADMg and ADM g,j,k on Fg. We list the mean best values and standard deviations in Table 11 . In this table we consolidate the mean best values and standard deviations for ADM1,2,6, ADM10,12,13 and  ADM16,19,23 , we also put more decimal places for F16 and F19, as otherwise, the results are too close to distinguish. We use the Borda counts to compare the performance of the 12 mutation operators in Table 13 . In this comparison, the number of functions p = 50 and the number of mutation operators q = 12. Therefore, the best possible score is 50, and the worst possible is 600. Each mutation operator has Borda counts Bg on Fg, each mutation operator has the sum of Borda counts B g,j,k = Bg + Bj + B k .
Testing More General ADMs and Human
Designed Mutation Operators on Non-Trained Function Classes
To observe the performance of ADM g,j,k on Non-Trained Function Classes (F3, F4, F5, F7, F8, F9, F11, F14, F15,  F17, F18, F20, F21 and F22), we tested ADM g,j,k and human designed mutation operators on Non-Trained Function Classes. The results are in Table 15 .
ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON
In this section we compare the mutation operators ADMg, ADM g,j,k and the human designed mutation operators. An ADMg designed for the function class Fg is called a tailored mutation operator, while an ADMg tested on Fj is called a non-tailored mutation operator. For example, ADM1 is tailored mutation operator for F1, but it is a non-tailored mutation operator for the function class F2. Similarly for a group of function classes F1, F2 and F6, ADM1,2,6 is a more general tailored mutation operator for this group of function classes, while ADM10,12,13 and ADM16,19,23 are non-tailored mutation operators.
Analysis and Comparison of More General ADMs and Human Designed Mutation Operators
From and F23 respectively. In general, a tailored ADM g,j,k always show a better performance than the human designed mutation operator and non-tailored ADM g,j,k . Table 9 shows the results of the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test within 5% significance level comparing a tailored ADM g,j,k compared with human designed mutation operators (Lévy distribution (with α=1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0) ). Table 12 shows the results of a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test within 5% significance level comparing a tailored ADM g,j,k compared with other ADM s. In both tables, "≥" and "≤" indicate that the ADM g,j,k performs better or worse on Fg, Fj and F k respectively, compared to human designed mutation operators or ADMs. In the case that this difference is statistically significant, ">" and "<" are used.
Analysis and Comparison of More General ADMs and ADMs
In Table 11 the results using ADMg to do test on Fg. ADM1, ADM2, ADM6, ADM12, ADM19 and ADM23 show the best performance on F1, F2, F6, F12, F19 and F23 respectively. ADM10 shows the second best performance on F10, as ADM1,2,6 has the best performance on F10. ADM13 has the third best performance on F13, as ADM12 and ADM10,12,13 beat ADM13 on F13. ADM16 is a special case, ADM16 does not show any outstanding performance among the ADM s on F16. We think this is because the training of ADM16 was insufficient, or we need to record more decimals to do the analysis, as the values in boldface are the same.
In Table 13 and F23. This is an acceptable exception, as in the GP training system we only use the human designed mutation operator to evaluate the performance of the ADM s, both ADMg and ADM g,j,k beat the human designed mutation operator separately.
Overall, the results in Table 11 and 13 demonstrate that the tailored mutation operator ADMg has better mean best values than the non-tailored mutation operators and ADM g,j,k on Fg, although there are some exceptions (for example, ADM10 on F10 and ADM16 on F16 are not the best). The Borda counts in Table 13 demonstrate that the tailored general mutation operator ADM g,j,k has better performance on the groups of function classes Fg, Fj and F k . Both ADM g,j,k and ADMg have better performances than the human designed mutation operators on average; the experiment we designed successfully found a more general mutation operator ADM g,j,k that has better performance than other mutation operators on a group of function classes Fg, Fj, F k on average.
Analysis and Comparison of More General ADMs and Human Designed Mutation Operators on Non-Trained Function Classes
In To make the results can be easily observed. In Table 8 and 15 the mean best values are in bold. In Table 9 and 12 ">" are in bold. In Table 10 and 13 the lowest Borda counts Bg and B g,j,k of the tested mutation operator are in bold. In Table 11 the mean best values using ADMg to do test on Fg are in bold and the results which are lower than test result of ADMg on Fg are also in bold.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we designed a framework to automatically design more general tailored mutation operators for several groups of function classes. Previously, researchers have used GP to tailor mutation operators [6] for EP on a specific function class. We proposed using the number of outright wins, the number of times that automatically designed mutation operator has beaten the human designed mutation operators, as the fitness value for the GP. We did the test to evaluate the performance of the more general tailored mutation operators, tailored mutation operators and human designed mutation operators on a specific function class and on groups of function classes.
The main conclusions of this paper are: Firstly, on new functions generated from a particular function class, a tailored mutation operator evolved on functions drawn from that function class will perform better on average than a tailored mutation operator evolved on functions from a different function class. Secondly, a more general tailored mutation operator can be evolved to be specialists on a particular group of function classes. Thirdly, both tailored mutation operator and more general tailored mutation operator have better performances than human designed mutation operators. Fourthly, compared with the more general tailored mutation operator and the tailored mutation operator on a specific function class, tailored mutation operator usually has better performance on a specific function class, but the more general tailored mutation operator usually has better performance on a group of function classes on average. 
